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Large frequency shifts of absorption profiles due to the combination
of optical pumping, light shift, and magnetic fields in sodium vapor
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The absorption profiles of left-hand and right-hand circularly polarized laser light propagating
through sodium vapor are asymmetric and considerably frequency shifted if small static magnetic fields
are present. Using an analytical model we show how optical pumping “enhances” the laser-induced
light shift from the kilohertz to the gigahertz range. We compare the analytical results with experimen-
tal data obtained from the homogeneously broadened Na D1, transition.

PACS number(s): 32.8O.Bx, 32.7O.Jz, 42.25.Ja, 32.90. +a

INTRODUCTION

The propagation of resonant laser light through non-
linear media usually leads to a modification of optical
properties. In this paper we demonstrate and explain
such modifications for sodium vapor. The combination
of three well-known effects, “optical pumping,” “light-
shift,” and “Larmor precession,” can cause a huge ap-
parent frequency shift and asymmetry of the absorption
profiles of circularly polarized light near resonant to the
atomic D1 transition which is homogeneously broadened
due to collisions between sodium atoms and argon buffer
gas.

Optical pumping [1,2], the creation of nonequilibrium
population distributions among the spin substates of
atoms by resonant light, has been used to investigate fun-
damental questions of physics for many years [3]. Fur-
thermore it represents an interesting nonlinearity in suit-
able materials such as alkali vapors since it occurs even at
very low light intensities.

Light shift, a shift of energy levels due to optical irradi-
ation, was first discovered by Cohen-Tannoudji and
Kastler [4,5] who found shifts of the order of a few hertz
using discharge lamps. Light-shift effects produced by
moderate laser light intensities are of the order of kHz to
MHz and play an important role in various quantum op-
tical systems. By selectively irradiating certain optical
transitions, for example, the light-shift effect can be used
to manipulate spin dynamics [6,7] and spin-echo phenom-
ena are induced between Zeeman sublevels by pulses of a
laser tuned close to an optical resonance [8,9]. Further
examples are light-shift-induced chaos in a passive opti-
cal cavity [lo] and the use of light shifts for quantum
nondemolition measurements [ 111.

Larmor precession due to small transverse magnetic
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fields causes a reorientation of the atomic magnetization
created by optical pumping and therefore changes the
population of the magnetic ground-state sublevels.

EXPERIMENT

Experimental evidence for the modification of optical
properties by the combined action of these effects is
shown in Fig. 1. Both absorption profiles for left-hand
(cr+ 1 and right-hand (o- 1 circularly polarized light are
asymmetric and form a mirror image of each other with
respect to tie, the center frequency of the symmetric ab-
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F’IG. 1. Experimental absorption profiles in the presence of
small static magnetic longitudinal (I& ~250 mG) and transverse
(I& =50 mG1 fields for U+,CT_ and for linearly polarized laser
light after propagation through a Pyrex glass cell containing
sodium vapor and argon buffer gas. The symbols LI and o indi-
cate positions of minimum transmission of o+ and o_ circular-
ly polarized bser light occurring at frequencies e&n and c&&,
respectively. D =(o&,,--a&)/2rr is the frequency difference.
The reference signal shown on top was obtained by simuhane-
ously passing a small fraction of the input laser beam through a
sodium vapor cell without buffer gas.
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sorption profile of linearly polarized light (bottom curve).
Since all profiles are slightly pressure shifted with regard
to the atomic transition without buffer gas (reference sig-
nal on top), tie has been taken as the reference for laser-
atom detuning. D indicates the separation between fre-
quencies where maximum absorption of c+ and c_-
occurs. In the following the &ape of the observed ab-
sorption profiles is explained qualitatively.

Optical pumping by circularly polarized light between
the two magnetic ground-state sublevels ( mj =+) and
( mj = -4) of the homogeneously broadened D1 transi-
tion leads to a ground-state magnetization along the
laser-beam propagation direction z. External magnetic
fields force the magnetization to precess about the direc-
tion of the total magnetic field. If the longitudinal
magnetic-field component B= is much larger than the
transverse component & , the direction of the magnetic
field approximately coincides with the direction z of the
laser beam propagation. Larmor precession therefore
leaves the population of both sublevels ( mj =+ ) and
( mj = -$ ) almost unchanged. If Bz is reduced to
Bz = Bx or even Bz < Bx, however, the precession of the
magnetization causes a significant redistribution of the
ground-state sublevel populations which leads to an in-
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FIG. 2. (a) Calculated total effective longitudinal magnetic
field Bze =Bz +Bk for u_ light as a function of laser-atom de-
tuning. Externally applied transverse and longitudinal magnetic
fields are indicated as Bx and Bz. (b) Calculated absorption
profiles for circularly polarized light. Dashed line (11: without
magnetic fields (Bx,= =O). Dashed line (2): with transverse mag-
netic field (Bx =50 mG, Bz=Ol. Bold solid lines (o+,u.- 1: with
transverse and longitudinal magnetic fields (Bx =50 mG,
Bz=250 mG). Bottom line (lin): without optical pumping
(Ro=O, corresponding to linearly polarized light).

creased absorption of the circularly polarized pumping
beam. In other words, transverse magnetic fields “des-
troy’9 the effects of optical pumping while longitudinal
magnetic fields “support” optical pumping.

The longitudinal magnetic-field component, however,
is “modified” by light shift. In ,the case of circularly po-
larized light, the effect of the light shift is equivalent to
the effect of an intensity and laser frequency-dependent
fictitious purely longitudinal static magnetic field Bls [6,7]
added to the externally applied constant static field Bz.
For cr_ light Bze =Bz -l-Bls is shown in Fig. 2(a). At neg-
ative frequency detunings the efFective longitudinal mag-
netic field component Bze is decreased, which allows the
transverse component Bx to destroy optical pumping and
therefore to increase absorption. At positive frequency
detunings Bze is increased which su.pports optical pump-
ing and therefore decreases absorption of g._ light. Max-
imum absorption therefore occurs close to the laser fre-
quency where Bze has its minimum. For o+ light Bls
changes sign which leads to a mirror image of the absorp-
tion profile for o- light as shown in Figs. 1 and 2(b).

The energy-level shifts due to light shift and Zeeman
effect are in the range of 1 to 10 kHz which is much less
than the homogeneous optical linewidth of about 1.5
GHz due to collisions between sodium and argon buffer
gas atoms. Nevertheless one can easily observe a defor-
mation of the absorption profiles lea.ding to large frequen-
cy shifts of the absorption maxima due to the combined
simultaneous action of optical pumping, light shift, and
Larmor precession.

THEORY

For a quantitative analysis of our experimental results
we use a simple analytical theory based on a homogene-
ously broadened J = + to J = $ transition model. We as-
sume a circularly polarized plane wave of uniform inten-
sity for the input laser beam. At laser powers used in the
experiment one can neglect excited-state populations and~.~
reduce the system to the two substates of the electronic
ground state. This quasi-two-state system can be fully
described by a spin vector

m=h2+kJ219 -%-312-P2~~~P22-P~l~  9 (1)

where the x and y components represent angular momen-
tum perpendicular to the laser-bea.m propagation direc-
tion, which appear as coherences in the density operator.
The z component corresponding to the longitudinal angu-
lar momentum is given by the population difference be-
tween the two spin substates. This vector evolves under
the combined influence of optical pumping, light-shift,
and magnetic fields according to the Bloch-type equation
of motion [7, lo],

rh=fiXm-yesm+R, 01

where Larmor precession occurs about the direction of
the total magnetic field given by the vector
fi={fix,!$,,fizj w i t h  fix=gBx, $=O, f&=fii+fi,s
=gBz +R A. g is the gyromagnetic ratio of sodium in the
S’ii2 ground state, Bx the externally applied magnetic
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field perpendicular to the laser-beam propagation direc-
tion, Bz the externally applied longitudinal magnetic
field, and arS=RA=gBh the contribution due to light
shift [6]. The effective decay rate of the ground-state
magnetization ~~e=ya+R consists of a contribution ~a
due to residual inhomogeneous magnetic fields as well as
polarized atoms leaving the beam area, and the optical
pump rate R =Ro A 1 +A21 proportional to the laser in-
tens i ty .  A=(tiL -aO)/r is the laser-atom detuning
scaled by the optical dipole dephasing rate I?. Optical
pumping is described by R= (O,O, R I.

In the experiments we measure the transmitted power
which is determined by Beer’s law P (LIEPoe -.z’ where
L is the length of the cell and

is the absorption coefficient. The weak-field resonant ab-
sorption coefficient a0 is proportional to the density of
sodium atoms. For simplicity we consider only o._ light
in the following explanations. The population of the
ground-state sublevel ( mj = - + } to which o _ couples is
described by the steady-state solution of (2) for the densi-
ty operator component Prr ranging from 0 (no atoms in
( mj = -i ) ) to + (equilibrium population of ground state
sublevels without light). The influence of optical pump-
ing, light shift, and magnetic fields on Pri are therefore
described [7] by

R [i2:+tR +yo12]

‘- (R +yJ [Q;+i-l;+CR +yoj2] I .
(4)

The effective longitudinal magnetic field BE =C&/g is
shown in Fig. 2(al as a function of detuning.

CALCULA’I’IONS

For the calculations shown in Fig. 2 we used parameter
values, which correspond to an experimental setup de-
s c r i b e d  i n  [12,13]:  ao=548 rn-‘, Ro=l.2X106  S-‘,

yo=2.5X103 s-l, g=2rX7X105 s-* G-l, Po=(3*1)
mW input power of u+, cr _, or linearly polarized beams,
UJ~ =(230&10) pm beam waist at the input window of the
sodium vapor cell, L =(6i5ztO.  11 cm length of the sodi-
um vapor cell, rzN8 =(2.5*0.5) X lOi mm3 density of
sodium a t o m s  a t T =2OO’C c e l l  t e m p e r a t u r e ,
n& = (8311) X lO24 mm3 density of argon atoms at p ~250
Torr buffer gas pressure, and F=( l.OkO. 1)X 10” s-r
optical dipole dephasing rate. For these parameter values
y. <<R , i&, Cl= is a good approximation which simplifies
Pri in (3) and we obtain

Maximum absorption therefore occurs at the laser-atom
detuning

-RAX

We therefore expect the shift of the absorption maximum
to be proportional to the laser-beam intensity and to de-
pend on the longitudinal magnetic field in the same way
as a dispersion curve depends on frequency.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT’S AND DISCUSSION

The combination of optical pumping, light shift, and
external magnetic fields leads to the shape of the absorp-
tion profiles as shown in Figs. 1 and 2(bJ for U_ and c+
light. For U+ light the optical pumping rate R. changes
sign in Eqs. (5) and (6). The top curve in Fig. 2(b)
represents  the case of  maximum optical  pumping
efficiency ( Bx =Bz 0) and therefore minimum absorp-
tion. The full impact of optical pumping is most evident
when this curve is compared to the bottom curve. Here
the pumping rate R. was set to zero which is equivalent
to linearly polarized input light. The bold curves show
the shifted asymmetric profiles when both Bx ~50 mG
and Bz ~250 mG are present.

The agreement between experiment and theory is
demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4. The frequency difference
D =(cI&,,--c+&)/~~ is an antisymmetric function of Bz
and remains unaltered upon simultaneous reversal of the
field Bz and exchange of U+ by o__. The dependence of
the frequency difference D on the input laser beam power
is shown in Fig. 4. D increases sharply up to about
PO=10 mW before it decreases again at larger input
powers. There the light-shift contribution dominates all
other magnetic fields and affects both o + and o - absorp-
tion profiles almost symmetrically. The predicted linear
dependence (6) of Amax on the input power breaks down
since even a small y. can become important if R. is large.
The theoretical curve was therefore obtained by numeri-

cally evaluating (3).
The qualitative agreement between experiment and our

model is satisfying. In order to obtain good quantitative
agreement as shown in Fig. 4, we used a value for the
ground-state magnetization decay rate of yo=4. 7 X 104
s-t for the calculations. This value is about one order of
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FIG. 3. Frequency ditYerence D between minima of absorp-
tion profiles for CT+ and CT._ radiation as a function of the exter-
nally applied magnetic field Bz at constant transverse magnetic
field Bx ~50 mG. Solid line: theory; o : experiment.
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FIG. 4. Frequency difference D between minima of absorp-
tion profiles for cr+ and c_ radiation as a function of input
beam power  a t  &=200 mG and Bx =50 mG. Solid 1in.e:
theory; o : experiment.

FIG. 5. Comparison of experiment (solid line) with numeri-
cal calculations from the full wave equation model ( + ) and our
simple theory (A). Parameter values for the full model and the
simple theory [see Fig. 2(b)] were chosen identical. They are
within the uncertainty limits of the experimental values which
correspond to the absorption profiles shown in Fig. 1.

magnitude larger than the value yo=2.5X 103 s-l es-
timated from a random-walk-type diffusion of Na atoms
in buffer gas.

Remaining differences between experiment and model
may be due to approximations which do not account for
laser light propagation effects (e.g., self-focusing and de-
focusing), the Gaussian transverse intensity distribution
of the laser beam nor the nonuniform intensity distribu-
tion along the cell. Furthermore the model assumes the
magnetic fields to be homogeneous whereas we measured
residual ac and dc magnetic stray fields of about A3 mG
along the beam path through the cell, using a 3-axis
magnetic-field sensor (MAG-03-MC from Bartington).
Some of these differences can be removed when the fiull
model [14,12] is used. This semiclassical model does in-
clude saturation, dsraction, optical pumping, and beam
propagation effects and therefore fully accounts for the
Gaussian intensity distribution of the laser beams as well
as for the nonuniform intensity distribution along the
sodium cell. The comparison between experimental data,
simplified analytic model, and numerical solutions from
the semiclassical wave equation model is shown in Fig. 5
for the o_ absorption profile. All three profiles show
about equal maximum absorption at approximately the
same laser frequency. The width of the absorption profile
is smallest for the analytic model whereas the semiclassi-
cal model approaches the experimental curve consider-
ably better.

CONCLUSIONS

We have reported experimental results demonstrating
that the shape of absorption prlofiles may depend on the
polarization of the light propagating through a homo-
geneously broadened nonlinear ‘medium. For the Na Dl
transition, we have found shifts of several GHz which de-
pend on the light intensity and on external magnetic
fields. Using a simple analytic+ model, we have .shown
that the effects are due to a combination of optical bump-
ing, light-shift effects, and Larmor precession. Since the
behavior of the system is highly nonlinear, the combina-
tion of these effects results in shifts that are, under typical
experimental conditions, five orders of magnitude larger
than the Zeeman and light-shift effects alone. Since
measuring absorption profiles is a standard procedure in
laser physics, we believe that the consideration of such
absorption profile shifts is important if small magnetic
fields are present.
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